
US politics- a family affair (2-3 lessons)

Activity 1 - Read the document and work on the vocabulary words:

 
A) CE -Explain what makes “ a great political family”.
B) Now comment on the specificity of American democracy that is highlighted in the 

document.

Activity 2 – CO: 2 political campaigns

Anticipation: look at the photographies of 2 candidates and react

1- A legacy A- To be involved in
2- To hold office B- Family members
3- To factor C- An unscrupulous 

businessman
4- To engage in D- A political mandate
5- Relatives E- To be in power
6- A robber baron F- To leave something 

after death, to be 
remembered

7-An office G- To take into account/ 
consideration



Now watch the videos :

1 = https://youtu.be/GgvXniTz7D8 2= 
https://youtu.be/LowZLpLRpyM

Differenciation: for a better understanding of the videos, you can find some help in those 
documents.

Activity 3- EE : Make a recap of what you understood stressing on the following points:
 what office/position they are campaigning for.
 how both candidates use their family to convince people to vote for them.

Writing: 

Activity 4 - EOC :  

https://youtu.be/LowZLpLRpyM
https://youtu.be/GgvXniTz7D8


use your recap to make an oral account of what you understood and express your opinion 
on the candidates political strategies. Do they appeal to you, would you vote for one them 
(yes/no) and why?

Use expressions to express your opinion (cf methodology of oral expression)

EOC 2: pick one of this year presidential elections candidates. Express your opinion on their 
political strategies about climate change.

Vocabulary box:



Activity 5 – CE : let’s find out what American voters think about their candidates’ private lives

Vocabulary exercise:



1-A womanizer A-To display, to show
2-To demand B-To make public
3-To flaunt C-To be forced to give up
4-To publicize D-A man who flirts with many 

women
5-To be disqualified E-To command

Make a list of the politicians evoked in this article and their flaws ( qualities), then 
sum up Friedman’ s point on the respect of presidential privacy.

Activity 6 – EE : read Randy Tate’s opinion on that matter and answer the following poll

 

Your task = Write your answer to Randy Tate’s poll and comment on the importance (or not)
of  getting  into  politicians’  privacy,  by  using  concrete  examples  taken  from  this  set  of
documents. Do you think the media has to mingle into politicians’ lives? You can also add
personal knowledge on that matter. (+/- 200 words)
Critères d’évaluation:
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